MLA Citation
Audio/Radio Broadcast
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 8th edition

Example: Radio Broadcast Transcript – 2 Interviewees – 2 Contributors

- **Authors - Interviewees**: Gockhale, Esther, and Praveen Mummaneni
- **Program Title**: "Why Back Pain is Nearly Non-existent in Some Populations" (Morning Edition)
- **Date of Publication**: 4 July 2016
- **"Title of Source."**: interviewed by Michaeleen Doucleff, hosted by Renee Montagne
- **Contributor(s)**: National Public Radio
- **URL**: npr.org/2016/07/04/484647073/why-back-pain-is-nearly-non-existent-in-some-populations
- **Accessed**: 6 July 2017

In-text citation: Gockhale and Mummaneni explain “text of quotation.”

Example: Radio Broadcast Transcript – 3 or more interviewees – 2 Contributors

- **Authors - Interviewees**: Stoga, Gloria Gilbert, et al
- **“Title of Source.”**: "Putting Puppies Behind Bars (For a Good Cause)"
- **Publisher/Network**: National Public Radio
- **Date of Publication**: 4 July 2016
- **Program Title**: Fresh Air
- **Contributor(s)**: interviewed by Dave Davies, hosted by Terry Gross
- **Accessed**: 6 July 2017

In-text citation: “Text of quotation” (Stoga et al.).

* The date of access is optional; however, it is commonly used. When using optional elements, refer to your assignment or course guidelines or preferences expressed by your professor.